Devices
POWER AND PRECISION

The Intelligent is the world’s first computerized pigmentation device and is used for both cosmetic and medical micropigmentation procedures. The Intelligent provides the practitioner with state-of-the-art computerized technology that is equipped and controlled by an Intel microprocessor chip. This central processing unit offers the most advanced features, which allow for the selection of pre-programmed settings for various procedures (i.e. eyebrow, eyeliner, lip color and medical procedures).

This device was designed to assist the practitioner in distinguishing between the varying areas of application (i.e. eyes, lips, eyebrows and medical) since skin structure and tolerance varies by location. Thus, the operating system and software of the Intelligent consistently calculates the best needle frequency needed to achieve optimal pigment retention.

The Intelligent has more power than any other rotary device. The needle frequency can be adjusted from 50 to 180 punctures per second. This allows the practitioner more flexibility in needle groupings. With the increased power, the practitioner is able to perform every type of cosmetic and medical procedure available. The LCD read out displays a timer that tracks procedure time, needle frequency, the program being used, and the needle frequency recommended for the procedure.

Highlights

- The first computerized Permanent Cosmetics device
- High power for cosmetic & medical procedures
- Individual program settings for each area of application
- Automatic needle frequency adjustment
- Maximum needle speed of 180 insertions per second
- Consistent needle frequency, despite resistance of skin
- Minimal trauma to the skin: all needle punctures are consistent
- 3 year warranty
- ISO 9001 and EN 13485 certified

$3,495
THE CENTER OF A BUSY PRACTICE

The Digital 1000 is utilized in a busy, permanent cosmetics practice. Whether used to perform lips, eyeliner or eyebrow enhancement, the Digital 1000 is a reliable, consistent system providing optimal results in less time. This device offers many advantages over traditional devices including its digital technology base which ensures a stable needle frequency, despite the resistance of the skin. With traditional devices, the needle frequency will drop when penetrating skin that is more resistant. Due to different needle frequencies the distance between the pigment “dots” will vary. The results are inconsistent lines and poor color retention. However, with the Digital 1000, the microprocessor will adjust the needle frequency accordingly when skin resistance occurs. This feature offers a maximum needle penetration of 150 insertions per second, allowing perfect pigment color retention.

To make a simple analogy, imagine what occurs when you place your car on cruise control, when the car reaches an incline in the road, it speeds up maintaining a consistent and preset speed. In a similar manner, the digital control unit will always maintain a stable needle frequency. The Nouveau Contour Digital 1000 provides the technician with consistent quality and excellent results. In addition, the device is designed with “soft-touch” buttons that provides an easy and hygienic cleaning of the machine surface.

Highlights

- Digitally controlled by microprocessor
- Maximum needle speed of 150 insertions per second
- Excellent results in less time
- Minimal trauma to the skin: all needle punctures are consistent
- Reduces touch-ups
- Can be operated with or without foot pedal
- Option of working with two hand pieces intermittently
- “Soft-touch” buttons for hygienic work
- Full 3-year Warranty
- ISO 9001 and EN 13485 certified

$2,795
THE PORTABLE PERMANENT COSMETICS DEVICE
The new Simplicity model is the perfect device for the technician working in a variety of settings. With its compact design, it is ideal for those who travel and work in a variety of salons or offices.

The Simplicity’s hand piece is equipped with patented safety needles for safe pigmentation and the devices’ features and functions make it a great choice for technicians just starting a business. The cord is detachable at the device and at the handpiece for safe storage and travel. Additional power supply HP cords can be purchased at your convenience and the Simplicity is the only handpiece that offers this option.

However, since the Simplicity device is a beginner-level travel device, it only has limited needle cartridges.

Highlights
- Compact design
- Lightweight
- Perfect starter device
- Ideal for mobile pigmentation
- 10 different needle formations
- Full 3-year Warranty

$1,395
Hand pieces
Putting Safety at the Forefront

The Nouveau Contour Intelligent and Digital 1000 both come standard with the Digital Safety Handpiece.

The handpiece is equipped with a patented Safety Needle Cartridge System, the first and only of its kind on the market today. This is the first permanent make-up “rotary/pen” machine that guarantees no chance of cross contamination.

To achieve the best results on different skin types and with individual techniques the hand piece is designed to change pigmentation depth. The handpiece is made of die cast aluminum and is extremely light. It comes standard with a Zero Tolerance system. You will never experience any sideward fluctuation of the needles. Hair strokes look more natural, lines look sharper and procedure time is reduced.

The Safety handpiece is equipped with an Easy-Click system, which allows for quick attachment or detachment of Nouveau’s patented Safety Needle Cartridges. This leads to fast changes between needle configurations, or use of various pigment colors.

Highlights

- Patented Safety Needle Cartridge System
- Die-cast aluminum
- Light weight
- Ergonomically designed for the hand
- No internal plastic parts
- No over heating
- Void of cross-contamination
- Eliminates tiresome autoclaving
- “Easy-Click” needle cartridge attachment
- Adjustable penetration depth
- Virtually noiseless
- Full 2-year Warranty

$995.00
The Nouveau Pro hand piece helps raise micropigmentation application to a higher level and has a number of unique features. The main difference with the conventional hand piece is that the needle module is not just in the tip of the pen but is much longer, overlapping most of the pigmentation pen. This means the entire part that you are holding when changing the needle module is sterile.

Also, components that are housed inside the regular pen have been transferred to the disposable needle module. With each needle module that is changed, you have a new drive mechanism. The built in Enforced Retraction System ensures that the needle is pulled out faster from the skin, which reduces skin/needle contact and causes less skin trauma. This system also places more pigment in the skin because the needle leaves the skin faster. The Nouveau Pro hand piece is available for the Digital 1000 and Intelligent devices.

**NOUVEAU PRO HANDPIECE**

**Designed with the Skilled Professional in Mind**

Professional Precision
- Less Vibration
- Needle movement is a fluid up & down motion.

Professional Power
- Less friction in power transmission to handpiece from device which results in additional power to needle.

Ergonomic Design
- Smaller than other handpiece’s, designed for precision movements.
- Lighter than other handpiece’s, which lessen the chance of hand fatigue.
- New Nouveau Pro Needle Cartridge
- Longer disposable cartridge is more hygienic.
- Patented Nouveau design.
- Specifically designed for Nouveau Pro Handpiece.

$1,049.95
Simplicity Hand Piece

Micropigmentation Made Simple

The Simplicity handpiece is equipped with a patented Safety Needle Cartridge System, the first and only of its kind on the market today. This is the first permanent make-up machine that guarantees no chance of cross contamination.

To achieve the best results on different skin types and with individual techniques the hand piece is designed to change pigmentation depth. The handpiece is made of die cast aluminum and is extremely light. It comes standard with a Zero Tolerance system. You will never experience any sideward fluctuation of the needles. Hair strokes look more natural, lines look sharper and procedure time is reduced.

The Safety handpiece is equipped with an Easy-Click system, which allows for quick attachment or detachment of Nouveau’s patented Safety Needle Cartridges. This leads to fast changes between needle configurations, or use of various pigment colors.

Highlights

- Compact design
- Lightweight
- Perfect starter device
- Ideal for mobile pigmentation
- 10 different needle formations
- Full 3-year Warranty

$995.00

SIMPlicity HANDPIECE
The Nouveau Pro Cartridges fit on the Nouveau pro hand piece and IQ hand piece. The cartridges offer less vibration and run extremely supple. The Enforced Retraction System pulls the needle out faster from the skin, which causes less skin trauma and it is far more comfortable for the client. This system also places more pigment in the skin. Thanks to its pre-formed finger tips you automatically hold the hand piece in the correct position while also preventing the hand piece from accidentally turning, which is of great importance when working with Flat, Slope of Magnum needle formations. The needles themselves are less smooth, so they will absorb more pigment from the pigment cup and bring more pigment into the skin. Available in 18 different needle formations.

Safety Needles

Nouveau Contour realized that it is imperative that the disposable tube/needle cartridges be sterilized. Each cartridge is packed separately in a class 100,000 clean room and sterilized using EO gas to prevent disease transmission. The entire cartridge, which contains the needle, can then be disposed of properly. Another safety feature is that when the cartridge is detached from the hand piece the needle automatically retracts back into the cartridge, preventing an accidental “stick” to the technician, or client.

The safety needles fit on the standard safety hand piece. For the protection of both the technician and the client, the Nouveau Contour Needle Cartridge System works unlike anything on the market today. The needle and the needle “tube” are integrated in one disposable cartridge system. Internal diaphragms halt and prevent fluid and airborne contaminants from entering the hand piece, which is therefore completely independent of the disposable cartridge. The system is therefore void of any possibility of cross contamination.

Nouveau Contour realized that it is imperative that the disposable tube/needle cartridges be sterilized. Each cartridge is packed separately in a class 100,000 clean room and sterilized using EO gas to prevent disease transmission. The entire cartridge, which contains the needle, can then be disposed of properly. Another safety feature is that when the cartridge is detached from the hand piece the needle automatically retracts back into the cartridge, preventing an accidental “stick” to the technician, or client. Available in 18 different needle formations.
Round-tip Needles

1-Point Nano v2 Needle 0.12MM
Create ultra-sharp and crispy lines with our thinnest nano needle. Generates smaller size perforations. Always use 2 tones darker than usual for optimal results. For experienced technicians only.

1-Point Nano v1 Needle 0.15MM
Our second thinnest needle, this penetrates the skin shaft at 0.15MM. Always use 2 tones darker than usual for optimal results. For experienced technicians only.

1-Point Micro Needle 0.18MM
Great for creating fine hair strokes. Be careful not to go too deep into the skin as there is less resistance of the skin when using the micro needle.

1-Point Regular Needle 0.25MM
Suitable for fine hair strokes and detailed lines, such as lip corners. Remain watchful against signs of scarring and do not inject the pigment too deeply to avoid too dark a color.

3-Point Micro Needle 0.18MM
The 3-point micro needle is thinner than the regular 3-point needle. Suitable for ultra-fine lines, such as lower eyeliner and lip corners. Do not inject the pigment too deeply to avoid too dark a color.

3-Point Outline Needle 0.25MM
A 3-point needle whereby one of the points protrudes in the direction of the supply opening. Suitable for making a distinct contour to define a high eyeliner, semi hair strokes, and the outer corners of the lips.

3-Point Regular Needle 0.3MM
Suitable for drawing lines in eyebrows, fine lip lines, and eyeliner with lash-broadening effect.

5-Point Round Needle 0.3MM
Suitable for soft eyebrows, wide eyeliners and lip liners.
5-Point Shader Needle 0.3MM
The 5 shader is commonly used to create soft shaded brows, fill in lips and to create a smudged look for eyeliner. It is also a good choice for camouflage work and to fill in the areola.

7-Point Regular Needle 0.3MM
Has an open, round needle form and is suitable for very wide upper eyeliners and the partial coloring in of the lips.

Flat-tip Needles

4-Point Flat Needle 0.35MM
Four needles in a row. Suitable for the hair-stroke technique for eyebrows, by applying the 'scoop' technique. The result is a very natural look of eyebrow hairs.
   (Master Training Course Hair stroke)

5-Point Magnum Needle 0.3MM
Flat form comprising 5 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for smoky eyeliners, wide and high eyeliners, and the coloring in of lips using the circling technique.
   (Master Training Course Advanced Eyeliner)
   (Master Training Course Advanced Lip)

9-Point Magnum Needle 0.3MM
Flat form comprising 9 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for a subtle coloring in of large areas.
   (Master Training Course Areola)
   (Master Training Course Advanced Lip)

Sloped-tip Needles

3-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.4MM
Flat form comprising 3 needles in a row. Suitable for relatively high eyeliners, a wide lip liner, or the partial coloring in of lips.
   (Experience desired when working with this needle)

5-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.4MM
Flat form comprising 5 needles in a row. Suitable for a very high, advanced eyeliner, and full lips without lip liner.
   (Master Training Course Advanced Eyeliner)
   (Master Training Course Advanced Lip)
Power-tip Needles

3-Point Power Needle 0.3MM
Extra sharp 3-point needle for more precise work than a regular 3-point needle will allow. Suitable for the shading of eyebrows and the drawing of fine eyeliners and lip liner.

5-Point Power Needle 0.3MM
Extra sharp 5-point needle for more precise work than a regular 5-point needle will allow. Suitable for the shading of eyebrows and the drawing of somewhat wider eyeliners.

7-Point Power Needle 0.3MM
Extra sharp 7-point needle for more precise work than a regular 7-point needle will allow. Suitable for the subtle shading of eyebrows and the drawing of wide upper eyeliners, a wide lip liner, and a partial shading of lips.

5 Pack 15 Pack
$56.00 $155.00

$59.00 $155.00

$56.00 $155.00

Simplicity Needles

1-Point Regular Needle 0.25MM
Suitable for fine hair strokes and detailed lines, such as lip corners. Remain watchful against signs of scarring and do not inject the pigment too deeply to avoid too dark a color.

3-Point Outline Needle 0.25MM
A 3-point needle whereby one of the points protrudes in the direction of the supply opening. Suitable for making a distinct contour to define a high eyeliner, semi hair strokes, and the outer corners of the lips.

3-Point Regular Needle 0.3MM
Suitable for drawing lines in eyebrows, fine lip lines, and eyeliner with lash-broadening effect.

3-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.4MM
Flat form comprising 3 needles in a row. Suitable for relatively high eyeliners, a wide lip liner, or the partial coloring in of lips. (Experience desired when working with this needle)

10 Pack
$75.00

10 Pack
$105.00

10 Pack
$85.00

10 Pack
$105.00
**4-Point Flat Needle 0.35MM**
Four needles in a row. Suitable for the hair-stroke technique for eyebrows, by applying the 'scoop' technique. The result is a very natural look of eyebrow hairs.
   
   [Master Training Course Hair stroke]

**5-Point Round Needle 0.3MM**
Suitable for soft eyebrows, wide eyeliners and lip liners.

**5-Point Magnum Needle 0.3MM**
Flat form comprising 5 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for smoky eyeliners, wide and high eyeliners, and the coloring in of lips using the circling technique.
   
   [Master Training Course Advanced Eyeliner]
   [Master Training Course Advanced Lip]

**5-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.4MM**
Flat form comprising 5 needles in a row. Suitable for a very high, advanced eyeliner, and full lips without lip liner.
   
   [Master Training Course Advanced Eyeliner]
   [Master Training Course Advanced Lip]

**7-Point Regular Needle 0.3MM**
Has an open, round needle form and is suitable for very wide upper eyeliners and the partial coloring in of the lips.

**9-Point Magnum Needle 0.3MM**
Flat form comprising 9 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for a subtle coloring in of large areas.
   
   [Master Training Course Areola]
   [Master Training Course Advanced Lip]